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Biological Engineering, the engineering discipline that connects engineering and biology, encom-
passes both `connecting engineering to biology' and `connecting biology to engineering' in its
engineering design process. The first directional case of `connecting engineering to biology' pertains
to the application of the engineering design process to regulate and manipulate a given biological
system for the purpose of achieving a desired end. The second directional case of `connecting
biology to engineering' pertains to employing the knowledge of the attributes of biological systems
to inform or guide the engineering design of a physical system for the purpose of achieving a desired
end. For `connecting engineering to biology,' the object of the design process is a biological system
and its design factors are limited by physicochemical principles. Contrastively, for `connecting
biology to engineering,' the object of the design process is a physical system and its design factors
are limited by biological attributes. The first case of `connecting engineering to biology' addresses
the design of: (1) protocol for biological system; (2) structure for biological system; and (3)
model for biological system. The second case of `connecting biology to engineering' addresses the
design of: (4) material based on biological system; (5) machine/device based on biological system;
and (6) instrument based on biological system.
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INTRODUCTION

MOST OF THE definitions that have been formu-
lated for Biological EngineeringÐsuch as that
provided by the Encyclopaedia Britannica, which
defines `Bioengineering' or Biological Engineering
as `the application of engineering knowledge to
fields of medicine and biology' [1]Ðtend to imply
strongly a unidirectional importation of engineer-
ing principles into biological systems. What is
more, none of the available definitions for Biolo-
gical Engineering delineate the basic distinction
between (1) applying the engineering design
process to control and manipulate a biological
system (i.e. `connecting engineering to biology')
and (2) using the knowledge of the attributes of
biological systems to inform the engineering design
of a physical system (i.e. `connecting biology to
engineering'). Indeed, Biological Engineering, the
engineering discipline that connects engineering
and biology, encompasses both `connecting engin-
eering to biology' and `connecting biology to
engineering.' The aim of this paper is to help
achieve a greater precision in the understanding
of the Biological Engineering design process
through the following specific objectives:

1. to underscore the two-way or bi-directional
connection between engineering and biology
in Biological Engineering design;

2. to provide an operational definition for Biolo-
gical Engineering within each directional case;
and

3. to enumerate the problem types for Biological
Engineering within each directional case.

A historical overview examining the intersections
of the various disciplines through the ages, leading
to the melding of engineering and biology in
Biological Engineering, has been described by [2].

CONNECTING ENGINEERING TO
BIOLOGY

The first directional case for connecting engin-
eering and biology in Biological Engineering
design is `connecting engineering to biology.'
This pertains to the application of the engineering
design process to regulate and manipulate a given
biological system for the purpose of achieving a
desired end.

Operational definition
An operational definition for Biological Engin-

eering isastatementof itsbasic technicalactivity that
is common across its application areas, including* Accepted 22 August 2005.
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the biomedical, biochemical, food, agricultural,
ergonomic and environmental areas [3]. An opera-
tional definition for Biological Engineering within
the context of `connecting engineering to biology'
was provided by Cuello [3] as follows'

Biological Engineering is the optimization of the
performance of a task or set of tasks performed by a
biological system through the application of the en-
gineering design process.

A task is defined as a process or an activity.
Examples of tasks performed by a biological
system include growth, synthesis, production,
assimilation and binding, among others. The
doer or performer of the task is known as the
object of the design process. In the case of `connect-
ing engineering to biology,' the object of the design
process is a biological system. A biological system
may be defined as a part or the whole of a living
entity or a collection of living entities that typically
exhibit(s) the processes of growth, respiration,
self-regulation and/or self-replication. Examples
include a ribosomal RNA, a chloroplast, a bacter-
ium, a colony of bacteria, a multi-cellular organ-
ism, etc. The definition of a biological system must
include a specification of its organizational level
that is relevant in its performance of the desired
task or set of tasks. The various organizational
levels of a biological system include atomic,
molecular, organelle, cellular, tissue, organ,
organ system, organismic, population, community,
ecosystem and biospheric levels [4].

The engineering design process as applied to the
optimization of a task or set of tasks performed by
a biological system (i.e. `connecting engineering to
biology') is provided with a formal definition as
follows (Fig. 1). Given a biological system B
(object of the design process), performing a task
or set of tasks T, whose performance is represented
or measured by a performance index PI (dependent
variable), let Fi be a set of all the significant design
factors (independent variables) that affect PI.
Then, the design function for T for the optimiza-
tion of its PI as performed by B is:

PIT;B � f �Fi�

In the case of `connecting engineering to biology,'
physicochemical principles (p) limit the design
factors Fi. Examples of p include solubility of a
solute in a solvent, mass transfer, energy transfer,
momentum transfer, absorptivity, etc. Thus,

Fi � L�p�
Consider the following illustrative example

(Fig. 2), where a photosynthesizing cell culture of
Acmella oppositifolia is grown to produce a group
of polyacetylenes [5].

In this case,

T� production of specific polyacetylenes
PI� productivity (mg polyacetylenes/L of

cultureÐday)
B�Acmella oppositifolia cells
Fi� photosynthetic photon flux (PPF), dissolved

oxygen (DO), sucrose
p� solubility and mass transfer of oxygen, solubi-

lity and mass transfer of sucrose, energy transfer
of photons through the culture medium.

Thus,

productivity� ¦(PPF, DO, sucrose)

Also, the design factors would be limited as
follows:

PPF�L1(light transfer through medium)

DO�L2(O2 mass transfer and solubility)

sucrose�L3(sucrose mass transfer and solubility)

Design process steps
The Biological Engineering design process in the

context of `connecting engineering to biology'
consists of the following 10 steps:

1. Identify T.
2. Choose PI for T (e.g. PI� average specific

growth rate when T� growth).
3. Define B (e.g. specific microbial cells) and

specify its relevant organizational level (e.g.
cellular level).

4. Identify Fi corresponding to the chosen organ-
izational level (e.g. oxygen concentration,
nutrient concentrations, etc.).

5. Identify the physicochemical principles limit-
ing Fi (e.g. oxygen mass transfer through
culture medium).

6. Establish the design function; that is, the
relationship(s), which must be at least predic-
tive (quantitative: mathematical or statistical)
if not also explanatory (mechanistic), among
F1, F2, F3, . . . , Fi and PI.

7. Optimize PI with consideration of design con-
straints and set the optimal values for F1, F2,
F3, . . . and Fi.

8. Verify the results.
9. Adjust, if necessary, the optimal values for F1,

F2, F3, . . . and Fi based on the outcome of the
verification.

10. Implement the design to perform T.

Fig. 1. Biological Engineering design in the case of `connecting
engineering to biology,' where the object of the design process is
a biological system (B), and the design factors (Fi) are limited by

physicochemical principles (p).
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Problem types
Regardless of the application areas (biomedical,

biochemical, food, agricultural, ergonomic and
environmental) in which the engineering design
process is employed to optimize the performance
of a task or set of tasks performed by a biological
system, the engineering design for `connecting
engineering to biology' is always focused on regu-
lating and manipulating the biological system per
se in such a manner as to optimize the desired task
performed by the biological system. This is typi-
cally accomplished by regulating and manipulating
the environment or milieu of the biological system.
(This, of course, presupposes that the set of genetic
characteristics of the biological system is a given.
Nothing precludes the set of genetic characteristics
of the biological system from also being regulated
and manipulated if doing so would help optimize
the performance of the desired task.) The three
general ways of controlling and manipulating the
environment of a biological system constitute the
three types of problems that Biological Engineer-
ing addresses within the context of `connecting
engineering to biology.' These problem types
include:

1. Design of protocol for biological systemsÐThis
involves setting the optimal levels of the sig-
nificant environmental factors that affect the
performance of the biological system. In some
cases, this may involve setting the intensity and
duration of exposure and/or the sequence of
exposure of the biological system to certain
factors. Pertinent applications include bio-
logical growth, biological multiplication, bio-
chemical production, biochemical elicitation,
bioconversions, microbial decontamination,
etc.

2. Design of structure for biological systemsÐThis
involves designing a physical structure to enable
the execution or implementation of the envir-
onmental manipulation or control necessary to
achieve the desired response from the biological
system. Pertinent applications include design of
bioreactors (stirred tank, convective flow, ebb-
and-flow, etc.) for biochemical production,
design of scaffolding to coax cell proliferation
and organization for tissue regeneration, etc.

3. Design of model for biological systemsÐThis
involves constructing a model that establishes
the interactions among the biological system in
question and the relevant factors (living or

nonliving) existing in its environment, and
quantitatively predicting the responses of the
biological system in question under various
scenarios in which the factors assume varying
values. Pertinent examples include ecological
models predicting the population of a given
species under different environmental perturba-
tions, enzyme kinetic model predicting the
resulting rates of reaction under scenarios of
enzyme inhibition or activation, etc.

Illustrative examples for the three problem types
are given in Table 1. Note that each problem type
also defines the output, or product, of the design
process.

CONNECTING BIOLOGY TO
ENGINEERING

The second directional case for connecting en-
gineering and biology in Biological Engineering
design is `connecting biology to engineering.'
This pertains to employing the knowledge of the
attributes of biological systems to inform or guide
the engineering design of a physical system for the
purpose of achieving a desired end.

Operational definition
An operational definition for Biological Engin-

eering within the context of `connecting biology to
engineering' is provided as follows:

Biological Engineering is the optimization of the
performance of a task or set of tasks performed by a
physical system through the application of the engin-
eering design process as informed by the knowledge of
the properties, characteristics, traits, structures, prin-
ciples and/or processes of pertinent or analogous
biological systems.

A task is again defined as a process or an activity.
Examples of tasks performed by a physical system
include mechanical support, movement, grasping,
sensing, mixing, separation, etc.

In contrast to the first case of `connecting en-
gineering to biology' in which the object of the
engineering design process is a biological system,
the object of the design process in the current case
of `connecting biology to engineering' is a physical
system. The specification of a physical system must
include a delineation of its size or scale (i.e.
macroscopic, microscopic, nanoscopic, etc.).

Fig. 2. A photosynthesizing cell of Acmella oppositifolia producing a group of polyacetylenes.
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The engineering design process applied to the
optimization of a task or set of tasks performed
by a physical system as informed by the knowledge
of the attributes of pertinent or analogous biolo-
gical systems (i.e. `connecting biology to engineer-
ing') is provided with a formal definition as follows
(Fig. 3). Given a physical system P (object of the
design process), performing a task or set of tasks T
whose performance is represented or measured by
a performance index PI (dependent variable), let Fi

be a set of all the significant design factors (inde-
pendent variables) that affect PI. Then, the design
function for T for the optimization of its PI as
performed by P is:

PIT,P� f(Fi)

Also, in the case of `connecting biology to engin-
eering,' biological attributes (b) limit the design

factors Fi. Again, b may include specific proper-
ties, characteristics, traits, structures, principles
and/or processes of a biological system pertinent
or analogous to the physical system being
designed. Thus,

Fi�L(b)

Consider the following illustrative example,
where the relative composition of the aluminum-
vanadium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (Fig. 4) was designed so
that its modulus of elasticity, the measure of the
stiffness of a material, is roughly one-half (110
GPa) of those for 316-stainless steel (200 GPa) and
chromium cobalt alloy (227 GPa), and therefore
closer to that for the bone, resulting in a more
balanced application of load stress at the implant±
bone interface [6].

In this case,

T�mechanical support
PI�modulus of elasticity (GPa)
P� artificial replacement bone or joint made of

aluminum-vanadium alloy
Fi� aluminum, vanadium
b�modulus of elasticity of human bone or joint

Thus,

modulus of elasticity of alloy

� ¦(aluminum, vanadium)

Also, the design factors would be limited as
follows:

(aluminum � vanadium)

�L(modulus of elasticity of human bone or joint)

Table 1. Illustrative examples for the three types of problems that Biological Engineering addresses within the context of
`connecting engineering to biology'

Fig. 3. Biological Engineering design in the case of `connecting
biology to engineering,' where the object of the design process is
a physical system (P), and the design factors (Fi) are limited by

biological attributes (b).
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Design process steps
The Biological Engineering design process in the

context of `connecting biology to engineering'
consists of the following 10 steps:

1. Identify T.
2. Choose PI for T (e.g. PI� compressive

strength when T�mechanical support).
3. Define P (e.g. specific composite material) and

specify its relevant organizational level (e.g.
macroscopic).

4. Identify Fi corresponding to the chosen organ-
izational level (e.g. relative proprotions of
component parts, etc.).

5. Identify the biological attributes limiting Fi
(e.g. compressive strength of human bone or
joint).

6. Establish the design function; that is, the
relationship(s), which must be at least predic-
tive (quantitative: mathematical or statistical)
if not also explanatory (mechanistic), among
F1, F2, F3, . . . , Fi and PI.

7. Optimize PI with consideration of design con-
straints and set the optimal values for F1, F2,
F3, . . . and Fi.

8. Verify the results.
9. Adjust, if necessary, the optimal values for F1,

F2, F3, . . . and Fi based on the outcome of the
verification.

10. Implement the design to perform T.

Problem types
Regardless of the application areas (biomedical,

biochemical, food, agricultural, ergonomic and
environmental) in which the engineering design
process, as informed by the knowledge of the
attributes of pertinent or analogous biological
systems, is employed to optimize the performance
of a task or set of tasks performed by a given
physical system, there are only three general types
of problems that Biological Engineering addresses
within the context of `connecting biology to engin-
eering.' These problem types include:

1. Design of materials based on biological sys-
temsÐThis involves the design of materials
that are meant to simulate or enhance specific
attributes of a component of a biological
system. Pertinent examples include human
prostheses, etc.

2. Design of machines/devices based on biological
systemsÐThis involves the design of machines/
devices that are meant to perform work that is
normally performed by a biological system.
Pertinent examples include artificial organs,

bio-based micro- and nano-electromechanical
systems, robots, etc. This also involves the
design of machines/devices that perform the
task of physically processing (e.g. mixing, sep-
arating, etc.) biologically derived materials (e.g.
food ingredients, etc.).

3. Design of instruments based on biological sys-
temsÐThis involves the design of instruments
for the sensing and measuring of specific para-
meters of biological systems. Pertinent exam-
ples include machine vision, artificial nose, etc.

Illustrative examples for the three problem types
are given in Table 2. Again, note that each problem
type also defines the output, or product, of the
design process.

Numerous futuristic developments in Biological
Engineering lie in this second directional case of
`connecting biology to engineering.' For the most
part, these developments focus on endowing
machines or devicesÐfrom the macro to the
nano in scaleÐwith such important biological
attributes as the capacities for self-assembly, self-
replication and evolution. While the Drexlerian
concept of a universal fabricator, a machine
capable of building anything including itself atom
by atom [7], is considered by most scientists and
engineers to be visionary but simply impossible [8],
many agree that it is still possible to design self-
assembling machinesÐthough not atom by atom,
but likely by blocks of moleculesÐfor the simple
reason that the capacity for self-assembly is a
reality in biological systems. Self-replicating
machines, whose biological counterparts also
exist, are still currently beyond reach as well. A
modicum of progress has been achieved, however,
in the design of evolutionary machines through
artificial evolution. Artificial evolution is a process
through which machines, in their interaction with
their environment, adapt and exploit the physics of
their interaction with their environment, not only
by modifying the software running in their proces-
sors, but also by modifying their hardware [9].
Evolution of electronic circuits and evolution of
robot bodies constitute the two types of evolvable
hardware [9]. Evolution of electronic circuits is
based on the recent availability of reconfigurable
devices such as the programmable logic devices
[10] and the field programmable gate arrays [11,
12]. The first example of an evolved hardware
circuit was demonstrated by Thompson [13] in an
experiment consisting of evolving a dynamic state
machine that was analogous to a reconfigurable
circuit with programmable temporal dynamics and
which could perform wall avoidance behavior.

Fig. 4. An aluminum-vanadium alloy designed as artificial bone or joint.
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Realizing evolvable body structures, however,
proves much more technologically challenging
[9]. Pollock et al. [14] explored the possibility of
evolving the structure of physical robots. It is
evident that further advances in the novel engin-
eering of materials are necessary to realize the
evolution of robot morphology.

It is only fair to mention that exciting develop-
ments are also brewing in Biological Engineering's
first directional case of `connecting engineering to
biology.' The design of strategies (protocols, struc-
tures, models) in tissue engineering to coax groups of
cells to proliferate and organize themselves into
functional tissues or organs (think of a factory for
human organs) is just as futuristic as the other
applications previously mentioned. There is also
the recent successful demonstration of manipulating
a group of DNA molecules to act as a programmable
autonomous computing machine with molecular
input, output, software and hardware [15].

Indeed, with all these exciting prospects, there is
every indication that Biological Engineering has
tremendous work to accomplish in the decades
ahead and has ample opportunities to establish
itself as a significant engineering discipline and
profession in the 21st century.

SUMMARY

The Biological Engineering design process encom-
passes both `connecting engineering to biology'
and `connecting biology to engineering.' For
`connecting engineering to biology,' the object of
the design process is a biological system and its
design factors are limited by physicochemical prin-
ciples. Contrastively, for `connecting biology to
engineering,' the object of the design process is a
physical system and its design factors are limited
by biological attributes. The first case of `connect-
ing engineering to biology' addresses the design of:
(1) protocol for biological system; (2) structure for
biological system; and (3) model for biological
system. The second case of `connecting biology
to engineering' addresses the design of: (4) material
based on biological system; (5) machine/device
based on biological system; and (6) instrument
based on biological system. Before the implemen-
tation of the Biological Engineering design
process, it is helpful to identify for each given
problem the following parameters: (1) desired
task; (2) design object; (3) performance index; (4)
design factors; (5) design factors' limitations; and
(6) design output.
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